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Dynamic clamping is an increasingly popular method to
apply artificial conductances to neurons. Many studies use
this method to apply in-vivo like synaptic input patterns
to neurons recorded in brain slices. The major drawback
of this method is that conductances can only be applied at
a single location, usually the soma, and thus may not rep-
licate the effect of distributed conductances naturally
present in the neuron. We examined the consequences of
'focalizing' distributed synaptic input in a morphologi-
cally realistic compartmental model of a deep cerebellar
nucleus (DCN) neuron. We applied the exact synaptic
conductance patterns we previously used in dynamic
clamp studies [1,2] in our computer model either only at
the soma to simulate dynamic clamping, or distributed
throughout the dendritic tree to simulate natural synaptic
input in vivo. We varied the synchronicity of synaptic
inputs and used different gain factors to explore a range of
input conductance amplitudes. Somatic current noise was
included in order to produce variable spike times with
repeated stimulation. We were able to replicate our
dynamic clamp results with respect to spike rates and
spike precision for different gains and levels of synchrony
with either focal or distributed input in the model (Fig 1).
We find that only minor differences exist in the spike pat-
tern generation for focal or distributed input in this cell
type. The similarity of the results is explained by the elec-
trotonically compact structure of DCN neurons, which led
to a similar level of dendritic voltage-gated currents for
both input conditions. In fact, a reduced 6-compartment
model was also able to replicate the experimental findings

with dynamic clamp. Furthermore, the model replicated
the effects of pharmacological Sk channel block on synap-
tic integration. These results highlight the ability to study
the interaction of intrinsic properties and synaptic input
in the control of output spiking with a combined dynamic
clamp and modeling approach.
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Comparison of voltage traces from dynamic clamp experiments (black), simulation of dynamic clamp with focalized synaptic input (red), and distributed synaptic input (blue) with the synaptic driving force (green)Figure 1
Comparison of voltage traces from dynamic clamp experiments (black), simulation of dynamic clamp with focalized synaptic 
input (red), and distributed synaptic input (blue) with the synaptic driving force (green). Raster plots are shown for five differ-
ent cells under dynamic clamp and simulations including somatic current noise.
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